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S M AL L  AN D  M ID S IZE  B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK  AN D  T E C H N OLOGY AD O P T I O N  S T U D Y

Pandemic recovery is in full swing and financial security is on the rise, but business decision makers are still seeking assistance.

• 71% of respondents believe their business is better off now than it was one year ago.

• 45% have applied for a federal grant or loan in the past year; the same amount have applied for a private grant or loan. 

Although optimism is high, business challenges remain for small and midsize businesses.

• 55% of respondents have hired new employees in the past year and 51% have created new positions, yet 60% have had a challenge filling open 

positions. 

• In the last year, 61% of respondents have had issues sourcing materials due to supply chain issues.

To combat these challenges, small and midsize businesses are turning to technology.

• 63% of respondents have added or transitioned to digital/online operations in the past year.

• 59% have provided devices or technology to help employ or retain talent in the past year.

• 65% say the revenue their business generates through digital operations is higher now than before the pandemic.

And technology is making hybrid work and collaboration easier for small and midsize businesses. 

• 62% say the level of collaboration among their employees is higher now than before the pandemic.

• 50% have hired employees who do not live locally for remote work in the past year.

Small and midsize businesses are responding to the Great Resignation with enhanced benefits to attract and retain talent.

• Nearly 40% of respondents have added net-new long term remote work or flex work hours during the pandemic.

• 79% are either offering or planning to offer incentives and new benefits to attract or retain employees. 

• 73% have said offering a stipend for home internet service is an important benefit for attracting or retaining employees. 

In response to ongoing challenges, small and midsize businesses are considering expanding into new markets.

• 64% of respondents have either relocated or have considered relocating to a new market in the past year.

• 77% have either expanded or are considering expanding their business into a new market.

Key Points
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A broad majority of business decision makers feel their business is better off now compared to a year ago. Those 
at businesses that primarily interact with customers face-to-face are slightly less likely to say so compared to 
those at businesses that primarily interact with customers digitally.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Thinking about the overall state of your business now compared to a year ago (i.e., March 2021), would you say your business now is…

All Respondents

Employees: 100 or Fewer

Employees: 101+

Region: Northeast

Region: Midwest

Region: South

Region: West

Interaction Now: Digital

Interaction Now: Even Split Between

Interaction Now: Face-to-Face

Much better off than before the pandemic Somewhat better off than before the pandemic About the same as before the pandemic

Somewhat worse off than before the pandemic Much worse off than before the pandemic Don't know / No opinion
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Less than half of decision makers feel that the pandemic has negatively impacted small and midsize businesses in the 
past few months, suggesting recovery is well under way. 

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Over the past few months, how do you believe the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has impacted the following, if at all?

Small businesses in the U.S.

The global economy

The U.S. economy

The local economy where I live

Midsize businesses in the U.S.

Large businesses in the U.S.

My financial security

My business' financial security

My job security

Very negative impact Somewhat negative impact No impact Somewhat positive impact Very positive impact Don't know / No opinion
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Reinforcing decision makers’ optimism, majorities expect economic and business conditions to get better over the next 
few months. 

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

And over the next few months, do you expect each of the following to get better, get worse, or to stay about the same compared to today? 

Large businesses in the U.S.

The local economy where I live

Small businesses in the U.S.

My business' financial security

The global economy

My financial security

The U.S. economy

My job security

Midsize businesses in the U.S.

Expect to get much better Expect to get somewhat better Expect to stay the same

Expect to get somewhat worse Expect to get much worse Don't know / No opinion
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Further, a majority of decision makers expect the overall state of their business to improve over the next year. 
Decision makers at companies primarily interacting with customers digitally express more optimism than those 
primarily interacting with customers face-to-face.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Finally, one year from now (i.e., March 2023), do you anticipate that the overall state of your business will be…

All Respondents

Employees: 100 or Fewer

Employees: 101+

Region: Northeast

Region: Midwest

Region: South

Region: West

Interaction Now: Digital

Interaction Now: Even Split Between

Interaction Now: Face-to-Face

 Much better than now  Somewhat better than now  About the same as now

 Somewhat worse than now  Much worse than now  Don't know / No opinion
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Decision makers most commonly report increased costs (69%), declining sales (57%), and withdrawing from cash 
reserves (53%) as financial impacts their business has experienced from the pandemic over the last year. Three in five 
say they’ve had challenges hiring new employees to fill open positions (60%).

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Thinking about the financial and personnel impacts of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, over the last year (e.g., since March 2021), has your 

business…

Experienced increased costs

Had challenges hiring new employees to fill open positions

Experienced declining sales

Hired new employees

Withdrew from cash reserves

Created new job roles or positions

Lost employees or had challenges retaining top talent

Reduced employees' hours

Withheld payments on bills

Applied for a new line of credit

Reduced wages of business owners/leaders

Applied for a federal loan or grant

Applied for a private loan or grant

Put employees on a paid leave of absence

Put employees on an unpaid leave of absence

Laid off employees

Reduced employees' wages
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When it comes to operational impacts, nearly 2 in 3 decision makers say their business has implemented new 
systems for remote collaboration (65%) or security (64%) or started offering new products and services to adapt to 
changing customer needs (65%).

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Thinking about the operational impacts of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, over the last year (e.g., since March 2021), has your business…

Implemented new systems or technology to allow for remote collaboration

Started offering new products and services to adapt to changing customer needs

Implemented new systems or technology to ensure security

Started delivering products and services differently

Added or transitioned to digital / online operations

Transitioned employees from on-site work to remote work

Experienced issues sourcing materials due to supply chain interruptions

Provided new devices or technology to employees to help attract or retain talent

Implemented new systems or technology to help with onboarding and training employees

Implemented new systems or technology to compensate for a shortage of workers

Started producing new items to help with coronavirus relief efforts

Transitioned employees from remote work back to on-site work

Hired employees who do not live locally for roles in which they can work remotely

Experienced declining employee productivity

Temporarily closed to allow for transitions to new systems or ways of working

Temporarily closed due to an employee testing positive for COVID-19
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Respondents who experienced decreased sales in the past year are more likely than those who didn’t to say their
business started offering new products/services, added or transitioned to digital operations or started delivering
products/services differently.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Thinking about the operational impacts of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, over the last year (e.g., since March 2021), has your business…

Started offering new products and services to adapt to changing customer needs

Implemented new systems or technology to ensure security

Added or transitioned to digital / online operations

Experienced issues sourcing materials due to supply chain interruptions

Started delivering products and services differently (e.g., virtual servicing, shipping, local
home delivery, etc.)

Implemented new systems or technology to allow for remote collaboration

Transitioned employees from on-site work to remote work

Implemented new systems or technology to help with onboarding and training employees

Provided new devices or technology to employees to help attract or retain talent

Implemented new systems or technology to compensate for a shortage of workers

Started producing new items to help with coronavirus relief efforts (e.g., masks, equipment,
etc.)

Experienced declining employee productivity

Hired employees who do not live locally for roles in which they can work remotely

Transitioned employees from remote work back to on-site work

Temporarily closed to allow for transitions to new systems or ways of working

Temporarily closed due to an employee testing positive for COVID-19

Experienced decreased sales in the past year Did not experience decreased sales in the past year
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B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Thinking about your business now compared to before the pandemic began, would you say your business is having an easier or harder time with 

each of the following? 

All Respondents

Industry: Construction & Real Estate

Industry: Manufacturing, Transportation, Trade, Warehousing

Industry: Retail

Industry: Services

All Respondents

Industry: Construction & Real Estate

Industry: Manufacturing, Transportation, Trade, Warehousing

Industry: Retail

Industry: Services

Much easier than before the pandemic Somewhat easier than before the pandemic

About the same as before the pandemic Somewhat harder than before the pandemic

Much harder than before the pandemic Don’t know / No opinion

P R O V I D I N G  G O O D S  O R  S E R V I C E S  T O  C U S T O M E R S

A C Q U I R I N G  P R O D U C T S ,  M A T E R I A L S ,  O R  S E R V I C E S  F R O M  O T H E R  V E N D O R S / S U P P L I E R S

Most decision makers do not report increased difficulty providing goods or services or acquiring materials compared to before the 
pandemic. Decision makers in the services industry are more likely to report challenges in serving customers compared to those in other 
industries, while those in services or construction and real estate are more likely to report challenges in acquiring materials.

Showing industries with 100N or more respondents
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B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

And one year from now (e.g., March 2023), do you anticipate that your business will be having an easier or harder time with each of the following 

compared to today? 

All Respondents

Industry: Construction & Real Estate

Industry: Manufacturing, Transportation, Trade, Warehousing

Industry: Retail

Industry: Services

All Respondents

Industry: Construction & Real Estate

Industry: Manufacturing, Transportation, Trade, Warehousing

Industry: Retail

Industry: Services

Much easier than now Somewhat easier than now About the same as now

Somewhat harder than now Much harder than now Don’t know / No opinion

P R O V I D I N G  G O O D S  O R  S E R V I C E S  T O  C U S T O M E R S

A C Q U I R I N G  P R O D U C T S ,  M A T E R I A L S ,  O R  S E R V I C E S  F R O M  O T H E R  V E N D O R S / S U P P L I E R S

Across industries, decision makers expect that providing goods or services and acquiring products will be easier a 
year from now than it is today.

Showing industries with 100N or more respondents
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B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Has your business done any of the following in the past year due to supply chain disruptions? Select all that apply.

Purchased extra inventory from suppliers to reduce restock frequency (i.e.,
stockpiling)

Implemented readiness and continuity planning measures

Invested in operational analytics technology

Invested in supply chain visibility technology

Reduced the number of different products/services we offer

Built redundancies into our supplier network (i.e., dual- or multi-sourcing)

Moved sourcing closer to our business or customers (i.e., onshoring,
nearshoring)

Implemented demand forecasting

None of the above

Decision makers most commonly say they have dealt with supply chain disruptions by stockpiling (42%), 
implementing continuity planning (38%), and investing in operational analytics or supply chain visibility technology 
(36% each). Just 1 in 10 say they have not taken any action due to supply chain disruptions.
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Most decision makers say their business is prioritizing going digital over opening new in-person locations. 
Those whose businesses primarily deal with customers face-to-face are about evenly split between going digital 
and expanding their physical footprint.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Which of the following statements comes closest to your business’s growth plan, even if neither is exactly right? 

All Respondents

Employees: 100 or Fewer

Employees: 101+

Industry: Construction & Real Estate

Industry: Manufacturing, Transportation, Trade, Warehousing

Industry: Retail

Industry: Services

Region: Northeast

Region: Midwest

Region: South

Region: West

Interaction Now: Digital

Interaction Now: Even Split Between

Interaction Now: Face-to-Face

We are prioritizing expanding our physical footprint (opening new storefronts or in-person work locations)

We are prioritizing going digital (focusing on e-commerce and digital interactions or services)

Don’t know / No opinion
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Large majorities of decision makers say their business has used digital tools to change their processes and 
customer experiences and to create new opportunities to make money during the pandemic.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

My business has made changes based on lessons we have learned
from the coronavirus pandemic.

My business has used digital tools and technologies throughout the
coronavirus pandemic to change our processes and customer

experiences.

My business has leveraged digital tools and technologies to create new
opportunities to make money during the coronavirus pandemic.

My business is developing or implementing strategies to drive
customers back to face-to-face interaction.

I worry that employees at my business will look for jobs elsewhere if the
flexibility to work remotely is not offered.

My business has recovered from the losses we experienced earlier in
the coronavirus pandemic.

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Don't know / No opinion Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree
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About 2 in 3 decision makers say employee flexibility (66%), technological advancement (66%), and revenue 
generated through digital or online operations (65%) are higher for their business now than before the 
pandemic.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

Compared to before the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic began, would you say the following are higher, lower, or about the same for your business 

now?

Level of collaboration among employees

Level of flexibility and adaptability among employees

Revenue generated through digital or online operations

Technological advancement within our business

Quality of product or service offerings

Level of innovation in the products and services we deliver

Level of innovation in our business operations

Employee morale

Ability to deliver value to customers

Revenue generated through third-party sales

Overall revenue

Customer or client satisfaction

Employee turnover

Much higher Somewhat higher About the same Somewhat lower Much lower Don't know / No opinion
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Most decision makers say their company has continued with social distancing measures over the last year to 
increase customer comfort with in-person interaction and that their company has used social media marketing 
to increase engagement and online traffic.

B U S IN ESS O U T LOOK

In the last year, has your business done or considered doing the following?

Continuing with social distancing measures after the end of formal regulations to increase customer comfort
with in-person interaction

Using social media marketing to increase customer engagement and online traffic

Continuing with mask requirements after the end of formal regulations to increase customer comfort with in-
person interaction

Continuing with social distancing measures after the end of formal regulations to increase employee comfort
with in-person interaction

Continuing with mask requirements after the end of formal regulations to increase employee comfort with in-
person interaction

Implementing new digital marketing technologies to better target the right audiences

Offering sales or deals on products or services to appeal to new customers

Establishing partnerships with complementary businesses to drive awareness and customer acquisition

Publicizing or advertising information about the number of employees that are vaccinated to increase
customer comfort with in-person interaction

Offering incentives to drive new hires or retaining employees

Selling products or services via third-party sales platforms (e.g., resellers, marketplaces)

Using social media 'storefronts' or 'shops' to allow consumers to buy products or services directly via social
platforms

Expanded our business into a new market

Relocated our business to a new market (e.g., moved out of the area)

My business is currently doing or has already done this My business has not yet done but is considering doing this My business is not considering this Don't know / No opinion
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Decision makers largely say their business has either added or upgraded technologies that support connectivity 
since the start of the pandemic, including web conferencing tools, bandwidth, and high-speed internet.

T E C H N OLO GY

Since the start of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, has your business added or upgraded the following services or technologies?

Video and web conferencing tools

Internet connection with strong bandwidth that allows for high-capacity activities

Security tools and protection plans for phones or devices

High-speed internet plan

Devices for employees to enhance connectivity

Communications and networking hardware

Online business search assistance services

Network security services

Application development services

Secure cloud backup services

IT or technical support services

Routers or extenders to enhance wireless signal

Services to integrate mobile and desktop phone lines

Website hosting or development services

TV or streaming entertainment services for business, bars, and restaurants

My business added or began using this during the coronavirus pandemic

My business had or used this before, and has upgraded in this area since the start of the pandemic

My business had or used this before, but has not upgraded in this area since the start of the pandemic

My business does not have or use this

Don't know / No opinion
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Pluralities of decision makers say that 5G planning and adoption is a top priority for their company’s IT (44%), 
engineering (41%), and executive (40%) leadership.

T E C H N OLO GY

In general, how much of a priority is 5G planning and adoption for the following stakeholders at your company?

IT / IS leaders

Engineering / Product
Development / R&D leaders

Top executive leaders (e.g.,
CEO, President)

Strategy / Operations leaders

Sales / Marketing / Business
Development leaders

A top priority An important, but lower priority Not too important a priority

Not a priority Don't know / No opinion
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Decision makers largely agree that 5G has created new opportunities for their industry (77%) and business 
(76%) and believe that businesses that do not adopt 5G technology will fall behind (76%).

T E C H N OLO GY

Based on what you know, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

5G technology has made new opportunities available for my business.

I know what processes and applications will benefit most from 5G
technology at my business.

Businesses that do not adopt 5G technology will fall behind their peers.

5G technology has made new opportunities available within my
industry.

Access to 5G technology has accelerated my business' recovery from
the coronavirus pandemic.

Adopting 5G technology is a key aspect of my business' digital
transformation strategy.

My business is an early adopter of 5G technology.

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Don't know / No opinion Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree
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Decision makers view the ability to speak with and receive help from e-commerce and IT experts as the most 
helpful programs tested as they continue to navigate the post-COVID economy.

T E C H N OLO GY

How helpful or beneficial would access to the following resources or programs be for your business as you continue to navigate the post-COVID 

economy? 

Ability to join an empowering network of like-minded female business leaders**

Ability to join an empowering network of minority-owned business leaders*

Ability to connect with a personal, 1:1 mentor for your business and participate in personalized
coaching sessions against your business goals

Access to free financial courses or programs that you can use on your own time

An online hub dedicated to supporting and reviving small businesses via free resources in the
post-COVID world

Ability to speak with HR (human resources) experts who can help advise your business

Access to free talent/employee management courses that you can use on your own time

Ability to apply for advertising grants to help promote your business digitally and socially

Access to free digital marketing courses or programs that you can use on your own time

Webinar series with advice for business leaders about how to navigate the post-pandemic
economy

Ability to speak with finance experts who can help advise your business

List of available loan programs and how to apply

Waived late fees from services providers (e.g., internet, utilities, etc.)

Ability to speak with IT experts who can help advise your business on remote work infrastructure
and related new technologies

Ability to speak with e-commerce experts who can help establish a digital presence, digital
branding, or social media engagement for your business

Very helpful Somewhat helpful Not too helpful Not at all helpful Don't know / No opinion

*Base: Non-white respondents

**Base: Women
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Benefits that support flexibility and tech for remote work such as devices and technology stipends are among 
the most common benefits decision makers say their company added during the pandemic. 

F U TU R E O F  W O R K

Thinking about the benefits that your company provides to its employees, which of the following statements best describes your company's benefit 

offerings when it comes to…

Ability to work remotely in the long-term

Ability to work flexible hours or schedules

Stipend or allowance to cover wireless service

Company-provided devices (e.g., phones, laptops, etc.)

Stipend or allowance for device or technology upgrades

Stipend or allowance to cover home internet service

Health insurance

Mental health and wellness programs

Financial health and wellness programs

Training and professional development programs

Support for caregiving and childcare

Life insurance

Paid leave / time off

Retirement plans

My company began offering this during the coronavirus pandemic

My company offered this before the pandemic, and has improved or expanded benefits in this area since the start of the pandemic

My company offered this before the pandemic, and nothing has changed in this area since the start of the pandemic

My company does not offer this

Don't know / No opinion
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Flexible working hours and support for long-term remote work are among the top benefits that decision makers 
consider important for attracting and retaining talent. Majorities view benefits essential to supporting flexible 
working, such as company-provided devices and tech stipends, as important.

F U TU R E O F  W O R K

And, thinking about the benefits that job seekers will be looking for in the future, how important do you consider the following for attracting and 

retaining talent at your company?

Health insurance

Ability to work flexible hours or schedules

Paid leave / time off

Retirement plans

Ability to work remotely in the long-term

Life insurance

Training and professional development programs

Company-provided devices (e.g., phones, laptops, etc.)

Financial health and wellness programs

Mental health and wellness programs

Support for caregiving and childcare

Stipend or allowance to cover home internet service

Stipend or allowance to cover wireless service

Stipend or allowance for device or technology upgrades

Very important Somewhat important Don't know / No opinion Not too important Not at all important




